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Abstract 
A lane exclusively for transit is one measure to reduce urban congestion and 
intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) are expected to make this policy 
more effective. However, the advantage may be limited if a transit agency 
does not provide sufficient vehicles. This study evaluates the effect of transit 
capacity on a dedicated transit lane policy by examining the morning com-
mute problem, by defining user equilibrium and system optimisation consi-
dering transit capacity. It was confirmed that reduced transit capacity under 
user equilibrium smoothly increases the transit cost per person, which de-
creases the duration period of the dedicated transit lane and increases the 
number of early and delayed car commuters. However, the effect of reducing 
transit capacity under a system optimum depends on the initial solution of 
the system optimum. 
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1. Introduction 

Congestion due to the morning commute to a central business district (CBD) is 
a common problem globally, which may cause delays in the transport systems 
[1]. The congestion is caused by the concentration of demand. To mitigate such 
congestion, many cities have taken measures to increase the levels of service of-
fered by public transit systems. Dedicated transit lanes are one example of in-
creasing the level of service of public transit. Intelligent transportation system 
(ITS) technology is expected to make dedicated transit lane policies more effec-
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tive. However, because dedicated transit lanes also affect road-traffic congestion, 
it is essential to evaluate how they will affect commuters’ behaviour. 

The morning commute problem is one of the methods used to describe com-
muters’ behaviour in passing a bottleneck. Vicrey [2] first proposed a model to 
describe commuters’ choice of departure time for a single route with a single 
bottleneck. Each commuter was assumed to have the same desired departure 
time and to choose that time so as to minimise the sum of travel cost plus the 
penalty for early or delayed arrival. Hendrickson and Kocur [3] expanded the 
model to consider a distribution of desired departure times via a bottleneck. 
Smith [4] showed the existence of an equilibrium of commuters’ departure time 
choice when no commuters were motivated to change their departure time to 
reduce their travel cost under the condition that the desired arrival time distri-
bution was S-shaped and the penalty function was smooth and convex. Arnott et 
al. [5] examined the user equilibrium of departure time decisions considering 
heterogeneous commuters. Arnott et al. [6] further compared the welfare effects 
between an optimal time-varying toll, capacity expansion, and toll-financed ca-
pacity expansion. The optimal time-varying toll was identical to the difference 
between the user equilibrium and system-optimal costs. Liu and Nie [7] pro-
posed a morning commute problem that considered simultaneous route and 
departure time choices of heterogeneous users. They showed that a time-based 
system-optimal toll that minimised the total travel time provided a Pare-
to-improving solution to the social inequality issue associated with the system 
optimum, which minimises the system cost in the unit of monetary value. Sakai 
et al. [8] examined the morning commute problem for a two-to-one merge bot-
tleneck. They showed a Pareto improving pricing scheme in such a network. 

In the studies mentioned above, only cars have been considered in the morn-
ing commute problem. Gonzales and Daganzo [9] extended the problem for a 
single bottleneck to consider mode choice between cars and public transit. They 
showed both user equilibrium and the system optimum under competition of 
two modes. Because they assumed that cars and public transit experience the 
same bottleneck but with a fully segregated dedicated public transit lane, their 
model is useful for evaluating the effect of introducing a dedicated transit lane. 
Gonzales and Daganzo [10] further considered both the morning-commute and 
evening-commute problems and showed that user equilibrium for the two 
commutes in isolation was asymmetric but the system optimum for the two was 
symmetric. Note that these papers did not explicitly consider the capacity of 
each public transit vehicle. However, especially in developing countries, even if a 
dedicated transit lane is introduced, the level of service of public transportation 
may not be sufficiently improved if there is insufficient transit capacity. In such 
cases, it is important to evaluate the effects on both users and society of increas-
ing and decreasing transit capacity so as to maximise the effect of introducing 
dedicated transit lanes. 

Based on these considerations, this paper analyses a morning commute prob-
lem considering competing modes of transport and finite transit capacity, and 
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then evaluates the effects of insufficient transit capacity on commuters’ travel 
patterns and social welfare. 

2. Morning Commute with Cars and Transit 

For readers’ convenience, this section reviews the morning commute problem 
for a single bottleneck that includes a dedicated transit lane and mode choice, as 
outlined by Gonzales and Daganzo [9], factors that are required to describe our 
proposed model in the next section. After describing the assumptions, we first 
review the user equilibrium model in Section 2.2 and then describe the sys-
tem-optimal model in Section 2.3. 

2.1. Problem Statement 

Assume there is a single bottleneck between commuters’ homes and the CBD 
and the capacity of the bottleneck is µ . Consider the morning commute prob-
lem with a population of commuters who are identical, except for their desired 
departure times. The total number of N commuters who wish to depart from the 
bottleneck by t is described by a wish curve, ( )W t , which is S-shaped as shown 
in Figure 1. It is further assumed that the demand per time unit exceeds the bot-
tleneck capacity during the period between 1t  and 2t  as shown below. 

( ) ( )
( )

1 2for ,
otherwise

W t t t t
W t

µ
µ

 > ∈
 ≤





                     (1) 

(Note that ( )X t  denotes the time-derivative of a function ( )X t .) 
Suppose that each commuter experiences a penalty for schedule deviation 

from his/her desired departure time, ( )W t ; each minute of earliness is asso-
ciated with a penalty of e equivalent minutes of travel time such that 0 1e< < , 
and each minute of lateness is equivalent to L minutes of travel time such that 

0L > . 
Both a car and public transit are assumed to be available. It is assumed that 

when transit is operating, it is fully segregated in its own lane (dedicated transit 
lane) so that transit services are not subject to traffic congestion. Thus, the au-
tomobile capacity of the bottleneck during transit operation decreases to mµ  
with 0 1m≤ < . The transit agency is assumed to provide sufficiently large ve-
hicles with a regular schedule; the assumption of sufficient capacity will be re-
laxed later in this paper. 

2.2. User Equilibrium 

Based on the above assumptions regarding the transit service, transit users can 
always choose to pass the bottleneck at their desired time. Therefore, each transit 
user has an identical generalised cost, TZ  (hours). A car journey with no delay 
also has a generalised cost, CZ  (hours), which is independent of the number of 
car users. Under the user equilibrium condition, when transit is provided, the 
maximum delay when travelling by car, T, satisfies the following. 
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Figure 1. User equilibrium for a bottleneck with a tansit alternative. 

 
WO

T C CT Z Z T= − <                         (2) 

where WO
CT  represents the maximum travel cost as the delay caused by queuing 

in the single-mode case, which can be formulated as: 
WO
QWO

C

NeLT
e L µ

=
+

                        (3) 

where WO
QN  is the number of commutes delayed by the bottleneck. The super-

script “WO” here indicates “without transit capacity constraints”. Note that we 
do not consider the case T CZ Z<  when all journeys will be made by transit or 
the case T C CZ Z T> +  when all journeys will be made by car. 

Figure 1 shows the user equilibrium travel pattern for a single bottleneck with 
both cars and transit. The dedicated transit lane is located between WO

Bt  and 
WO
Et , and no transit service is operated other than between WO

Bt  and WO
Et . 

( )CA t  and ( )CD t  respectively represent the cumulative number of car arriv-
als and the cumulative number of car departures at the bottleneck by time t. Ac-
cording to Proposition 1 of Gonzales and Daganzo [9], there are four types of 
commuters at equilibrium: 

1) Early car commuters who travel at the beginning of the rush, ( ),WO WO
A Bt t t∈ ; 

2) Late car commuters who travel at the end of the rush, ( ),WO WO
E Et t t∈ ; 

3) On-time car commuters who travel in the middle of rush, ( ),WO WO
B Et t t∈ ; 

4) On-time transit commuters who travel in the middle of rush, ( ),WO WO
B Et t t∈ . 

The number of early car commuters, WO
eN , and the number of late car com-

muters, WO
LN , can be analytically obtained respectively as WO

eN T eµ=  and 
WO
LN T Lµ= . The number of on-time car commuters, WO

ON , has been proven 
to be a strictly decreasing function of WOT , and the number of on-time transit 
users, WO

TN , has also been proven to be a strictly decreasing function of WOT . 
The number of commuters during the rush, WO

QN , is given as: 

A

B

D

D’

E

F

Duration of  
the transit lane
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WO WO WO WO WO
Q e L O TN N N N N= + + +                  (4) 

2.3. System Optimum 

So far, the user equilibrium travel pattern under the competitive mode has been 
reviewed. It is also possible to define a system-optimal travel pattern that mini-
mises the total system cost associated with the bottleneck. Gonzales and Dagan-
zo [9] segmented a system-optimal solution into three phases: an early phase 

( ), Bt t∈ −∞  in which transit is not used, cars flow at capacity, and all departures 
are early; a middle phase ( ),B Et t t∈  in which transit is used, all departures are 
punctual and cars flow either at capacity or not at all; and a third phase 

( ),Et t∈ ∞  in which transit is not used, cars flow at capacity, and all departures 
are late. In the optimal system, the transit service and dedicated transit lane are 
provided only during the middle phase. 

The duration of dedicated transit lane provision, ( )T E Bt t t= −  and the transit 
headway are chosen to minimise total cost. Then, the number of transit users in 
the optimal system can also be determined. The system-optimal transit cost 

( ),T T TZ N t  can be the analytic function of TN  and Tt , and this function is 
proven to be concave with respect to TN  and Tt . Then, one can obtain a sys-
tem-optimal solution by minimising the total cost ( ),T TZ N t  as follows: 

( ) ( ) [ ] ( ), , minT T T C T T T TZ N t S t Z N N Z N t= + − + →         (5) 

Subject to 

( ){ } ( )max 0, T T T TM t m t N M tµ− ≤ ≤                 (6) 

Equation (5) represents the total cost, where ( )TS t  is the schedule penalty, 
[ ]C TZ N N−  is the total cost for car users, and ( ),T T TZ N t  is the sys-

tem-optimal transit cost. Equation (6) represents the constraint condition that 
the number of transit users must satisfy. ( )TM t  in Equation (6) represents the 
number of users travelling during the period the dedicated transit lane is pro-
vided. 

Because both [ ]C TZ N N−  and ( ),T T TZ N t  are proven to be concave with 
regard to TN , the variable TN  should take an extreme point at an optimum. 
Therefore, the optimisation problem in Equation (5) and Equation (6) can be re-
duced to the 1-varibale optimisation problem with regard to Tt . To find the op-
timum, one can solve two optimisation problems by substituting  

( ){ }max 0, T T TM t m tµ−  and ( )TM t  for TN  in Equation (5), and then adopt 
the solution with the smaller of the two objective functions. If the number of 
transit users TN  takes the value ( ){ }max 0, T T TM t m tµ− , the number of car 
users during the dedicated transit lane period is at capacity. Alternatively, if the 
number of transit users TN  takes the value ( )TM t , the number of car users 
during the dedicated transit lane period is zero. Therefore, the number of car 
users during the dedicated transit lane period is either zero or at capacity under 
a system optimum. 

Alternatively, a system-optimal travel pattern can be graphically obtained as 
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shown in Figure 2. Points B and E can be determined so as to satisfy the follow-
ing first order condition: 

( )
( )

B AB

E EF

W t L
eW t

µ

µ

−
=

−





                          (7) 

Note that ABt  indicates the time between points A and B, which is equivalent 
to B At t−  and so on. Also, BW  indicates the slope of the wish curve at point B, 
and so on. 

2.4. System Optimum Pricing 

It has been proven that the following time-dependent prices for car and transit 
result in the user equilibrium travel pattern being the system-optimal travel pat-
tern: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )

A B

E F

for ,

for ,

, otherwise

C

C

C

t e t t t

t L t t t

L t e

 = ∈
 = − ∈

− < <













                    (8) 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

B Efor ,

, otherewise
T C T C

T C T C

t Z Z t t t t

t Z Z t

= − + ∈


> − +

 
 

              (9) 

Note that any vertical translation of the transit and car price curves satisfies 
Equation (8) and Equation (9) and will result in the same system-optimal travel 
pattern. 

3. User Equilibrium of Cars and Transit in the Morning  
Commute, Considering Transit Capacity 

This section considers how a change in transit capacity affects the user equili-
brium travel pattern with the general S-shaped wish curve. Note that the transit 
capacity is described as ω hereafter. 

When transit capacity is limited, transit users will have to pay an additional 
cost, τ. Therefore, the maximum acceptable delay when travelling by car in-
creases by τ as below. 

( )T CZ Z Tτ τ+ − = +                     (10) 

The additional cost τ is caused by a decrease in the transit capacity and can be 
interpreted as an early arrival penalty, a queuing delay (at a stop) or a late arrival 
penalty. However, a queuing delay for transit users does not affect the travel time 
of car users. The user equilibrium travel pattern can be illustrated in Figure 3. 
Note that the superscript “W” here means “with transit capacity constraints”. Be-
cause the value of τ is determined such that the slope of GE is equal to the transit 
capacity, τ varies according to the shape of the desired arrival distribution and the 
transit capacity. Then, the following proposition holds. From the equilibrium 
condition, the maximum early arrival time and the maximum delay time are re-
spectively τ/e and τ/L as shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 2. System optimum for a bottleneck with a tansit alternative. 

 

 
Figure 3. User equilibrium for a bottleneck with a transit alternative 
in case of Z-shaped wished curve. 

 
The following proposition justifies the transit cost increase when transit capac-

ity is limited. 
Proposition 1 
Under a user equilibrium travel pattern, the maximum delay when travelling 

by car, T, increases if and only if the number of transit users per unit time de-
creases. 

Proof 
1) Proof of “if” part of the proposition 
From Proposition 1 of Gonzales and Daganzo [9], W

TN  decreases as T in-
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creases, which implies that the slope of GE becomes smaller. This means that the 
number of transit users per unit time decreases. 

2) Proof of “only if” part of the Proposition 
From geometrical consideration, if the number of transit users per unit time 

decreases; i.e. the slope of GE becomes smaller, the length of GD should increase, 
which means the maximum delay by car, T, increases. 

Q.E.D. 
From the above Proposition and Proposition 1 of Gonzales and Daganzo [9], 

as transit capacity decreases, both the number of early car commuters W
eN  and 

the number of late car commuters W
LN  increase, while both the number of 

on-time car commuters W
ON  and the number of on-time transit commuters 

W
TN  decrease. Also, from geometrical consideration, we can confirm that as the 

transit capacity decreases, point A moves left and point F moves right, which 
means that the rush starts earlier and ends later. Similarly, as the transit capacity 
decreases, point B moves right and point E moves left, which means that the du-
ration of the dedicated transit lane period is shorter. 

Based on the above considerations, a decrease in transit capacity leads to an 
increase in transit cost and consequently a decrease in the duration of the dedi-
cated transit lane period and a decrease in social welfare; i.e. an increase in the 
total schedule penalty. 

4. System Optimal for Morning Commute with Cars and  
Transit: Considering Transit Capacity 

This section considers how a change in transit capacity affects the sys-
tem-optimal travel pattern. As described in Section 2, a system-optimal travel 
pattern can also be obtained graphically, as shown in Figure 2. However, in 
the case of considering transit capacity, the solution shown in Figure 2 is not 
feasible if the slope of BE exceeds the transit capacity. In such a case, because 
we assume the restricted case that users are served in the phase they desire [9], 
there is no option other than to adjust the duration of the dedicated transit 
lane period so that the slope of BE becomes smaller than the transit capacity. 

Therefore, we can graphically investigate the effect of transit capacity on 
the system-optimal solution by analysing how transit capacity changes when 
the duration of the dedicated transit lane period changes. Section 4.1 consid-
ers a general S-shaped wish curve and Section 4.2 considers a Z-shaped wish 
curve as a special case. Section 4.2 further shows numerical examples by 
solving the optimisation problem. 

4.1. General S-Shape Wish Curve 

As described in Section 2, the number of car users during the period of the ded-
icated transit lane under a system optimum is either zero or at capacity. Hence, 
we investigate changes in transit capacity by expanding the duration of the ded-
icated transit lane period (i.e. let the start time of the dedicated transit lane 1t∆  
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be earlier and the end time 2t∆  be later) in the above two system-optimal cases. 

4.1.1. In the Case That the Number of Car Users during the Dedicated  
Transit Lane Period Is at Capacity 

Figure 4 shows the transit capacity before and after the duration period of the 
dedicated transit lane is extended. Let *

Bt  and *
Et , respectively, be the start and 

end times of the dedicated transit lane period under the system-optimal travel 
pattern before increasing the duration of the dedicated transit lane period. From 
geometrical considerations, ( )GE ,T Tt N=



,  

( )1 B 1 1 2G G Δ , Δ Δ Δt W t m t m tµ µ′ = − −


 , ( )2 E 2EE Δ , Δt W t′ =


 . Because  
G E G G GE EE′ ′ ′ ′= + +
   

, we have  

( ) ( )( )1 2 B 1 E 2G E Δ Δ , Δ ΔT Tt t t N W m t W m tµ µ′ ′ = + + + − + −


  . 
Then, the difference in the transit capacity before and after the increase in the 

dedicated transit lane period is given as the difference in the slope of BE and B'E', 
which is equivalent to: 

( ) ( ){ }

( ){ } ( ){ }
( )

B 1 E 2

1 2

B 1 E 2

1 2

Δ Δ

Δ Δ

Δ Δ

Δ Δ

TT

T T

T T T T

T T

N W m t W m tN
t t t t

M t W t t M t W t t

t t t t

µ µ+ − + −
−

+ +

− + −
=

+ +

 

 

            (11) 

where ( )T T TM t N m tµ≡ +  is the number of users travelling when the dedicat-
ed transit lane is provided. Because we assume a general S-shaped wish curve, 
the gradient in B and E ( BW  and EW ) may be greater or smaller than the slope 
of BE, depending on the initial positions of B and E. Therefore, the difference in 
transit capacity before and after extending the period of the dedicated transit 
lane can take both positive and negative values depending on the initial system- 
optimal solution. 

4.1.2. In the Case That the Number of Car Users during the Dedicated  
Transit Lane Period Is at Capacity 

Figure 5 shows the transit capacity before and after the duration of the dedicat-
ed transit lane period is extended. Let *

Bt  and *
Et , respectively, be the start and 

end times of the dedicated transit lane under the system-optimal travel pattern. 
From geometrical considerations, ( )BE ,T Tt N=



 and  

( )1 2 B 1 E 2B E ,T Tt t t N W t W t′ ′ = + ∆ + ∆ + ∆ + ∆


  . Then, the difference in the transit 
capacity before and after the increase in the dedicated transit lane period is given 
by: 

( )

( ) ( )
( )

B 1 E 2

1 2

B 1 E 2

1 2

Δ Δ

Δ Δ

Δ Δ

Δ Δ

TT

T T

T T T T

T T

N W t W tN
t t t t

N W t t N W t t

t t t t

+ +
−

+ +

− + −
=

+ +

 

 

                  (12) 

Then, similar to the discussion above, this value can take both positive and 
negative values depending on the initial system-optimal solutions. 
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Figure 4. Change in system optimum by extending the duration of the 
dedicated transit lane period (in case the number of car users during 
the dedicated transit lane period is at capacity). 

 

 
Figure 5. Change in system optimum by extending the duration of the 
dedicated transit lane period (in case that the number of car users 
during the dedicated transit lane period is zero). 

 
To summarise so far, when the wish curve is assumed to be a general S-shape, 

the increase or decrease in transit capacity resulting from increasing the dura-
tion of the dedicated transit lane period differs depending on the initial system 
optimum. In other words, the effect on the dedicated transit lane of reducing the 
transit capacity differs depending on the initial system-optimal solutions. 
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4.2. Z-Shaped Wish Curve 

Let us assume that the wish curve is Z-shaped with N users and the demand rate 
is λ as shown in Figure 6 as the special case of an S-shaped wish curve. 

4.2.1. Qualitative Consideration 
When the wish curve is Z-shaped with a fixed demand rate λ, the difference in 
the transit capacity described in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 can be simplified. 
Therefore, the following propositions are established. 

Proposition 2 
Under a system optimum with the number of car users during the dedicated 

transit lane period at capacity, the duration of the dedicated transit lane period 
and the number of transit users are stable, even if transit capacity is slightly de-
creased. 

Proof 
When the wish curve is assumed to be Z-shaped, B EW W λ= =  ., then, from 

Figure 6, both B TW t  and E TW t  must be equal to the number of users travel-
ling during the period that the dedicated transit lane is provided, ( )TM t . 
Therefore, the difference in transit capacity between before and after increasing 
the period of the dedicated transit lane defined in Section 4.1.1 should be 0 be-
cause the denominator of Equation (11) is ( ) ( )B E 0T T T TM t W t M t W t− = − =   . 
This implies that the duration of the dedicated transit lane period is stable if the 
transit capacity is slightly decreased. Then, the number of transit users is also 
stable. 

Q.E.D. 
Proposition 3 
Assume that the transit capacity ω is less than the demand rate λ. Under a 

system optimum with the number of car users during the dedicated transit lane 
period being zero, the duration period of the dedicated transit lane and the 
number of transit users decrease if the transit capacity decreases slightly. 

Proof 
When the wish curve is assumed to be Z-shaped, B EW W λ= =  . Therefore, 

the difference in the transit capacity between before and after increasing the 
dedicated transit lane period, shown in the denominator of Equation (12), 
should be negative because ( )B E 0T T T T TN W t N W t tω λ− = − = − ≤  . This implies 
that the transit capacity increases if the duration of the dedicated transit lane pe-
riod is extended. In other words, if transit capacity is limited, the duration of the 
dedicated transit lane period should be decreased to adjust for the insufficient 
transit capacity. Consequently, the number of transit users decreases because 
both the transit capacity and the duration of the dedicated transit lane period 
decrease. Hence, Proposition 3 is established. 

Q.E.D. 
Based on the above two propositions, the effects of a change in transit capacity 

on the duration of the transit lane period and the number of transit users are not 
uniform based on an initial system-optimal solution. 
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Figure 6. System optimum for a bottleneck with a transit alternative 
in the case of a Z-shaped wished curv. 

4.2.2. Numerical Example 
This section numerically confirms the above qualitative considerations based on 
the optimisation problem of Equation (5) and Equation (6). Because  

( )T T tM t t m tλ µ= >  in Equation (6) in the case of a Z-shaped wish curve, the 
optimisation problem under transit capacity limited to ω can be identified as: 

( ) ( ) [ ] ( ), , minT T T C T T T TZ N t S t Z N N Z N t= + − + →         (13) 

Subject to 

( ) ( ) ( )min ,T T T T Tm t m t N t tλ µ λ µ ω λ− − ≤ ≤           (14) 

0 T
Nt
λ

≤ ≤                         (15) 

The transit capacity constraint Ttω  is newly added in the right-hand-side 
constraint of Equation (14) and Equation (15) ensures that the duration of the 
dedicated transit lane period cannot exceed the given rush period. Note that 
there is no feasible solution if the transit capacity ω  is less than mλ µ−  (i.e. a 
dedicated transit lane should not be installed). As described in Section 2.3, TN  
in the above optimisation problem should take an extreme point at an optimum. 

When the transit capacity is limited, the schedule penalty ( )TS t  can be 
modified from Gonzales and Daganzo [9] as follows: 

( ) ( ) ( ){ }2 1 1
2T T

eLS t N t
e L

ψ
µ λ

 
= − − +  

              (16) 

( ) { }min ,T T T Tt N m t tψ µ λ= +                      (17) 

Because ( )Ttψ  in Equation (17) represents the sum of the number of 
on-time car commuters and transit commuters, the squared term in Equation 
(16) represents the sum of the number of early and late car commuters when 
transit capacity is limited to ω. 
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Duration of  
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Let us assume a system in which 10000N =  desired journeys must pass a 
single bottleneck with capacity 6000 veh hµ =  and 2 3m = . The car and tran-
sit cost functions are assumed to be: 

( ) ( )0.45C T TZ N N N N− = −                    (18) 

( ), 0.4 45 20T T T T T T TZ N t N t N N= + +               (19) 

The other parameters are assumed to be identical to Gonzales and Daganzo 
[9]: 10000 veh hoursλ = , 0.5e = , 2.0L = . The value of time for all users is 
assumed to be 20 $ hβ = . We compare the system optimum travel pattern 
with several transit capacities. We compare the system-optimal travel patterns 
for several transit capacities. We compare system-optimal solutions by decreas-
ing the transit capacity from 10,000 ( λ= ) to 6000 ( mλ µ= − ). 

Figure 7 shows the differences in the system-optimal charge and the duration 
of the dedicated transit lane period. Note that the difference in the system- 
optimal charge is defined as the difference between maximum and minimum 
system-optimal pricing, which can be obtained by ( )F EL t tβ −  according to 
Equation (8). As transit capacity decreases to 7000, the duration of the dedicated 
transit lane period decreases. On the other hand, the difference in the sys-
tem-optimal charge increases as the transit capacity decreases to 7000. Further-
more, the slope of the duration of the transit lane period changes from over 7500 
to 7000 to 7500. This is because the optimum value of TN  shifts from 

( )min ,T Tt tω λ  to ( ) Tm tλ µ−  when the transit capacity falls below 7500. Note 
again that the number of transit users should be either ( )min ,T Tt tω λ  or 
( ) Tm tλ µ−  at an optimum. For the same reason, the duration of the dedicated 
transit lane period and the difference in the system-optimal charge are stable if 
the transit capacity is less than 7000. Consequently, as shown in Figure 8, the 
percentage of transit users decreases and that of car users who arrive on time in-
creases as the transit capacity decreases to 7000. However, when the transit ca-
pacity is less than 7000, the number of transit users is stable. Again, this is be-
cause the optimum value of TN  shifts from ( )min ,T Tt tω λ  to ( ) Tm tλ µ−  
when the transit capacity falls below 7500. These facts coincide with Proposi-
tions 2 and 3. Finally, Table 1 shows the cost component for each transit capac-
ity. As the transit capacity decreases to 7000, the transit cost decreases and the 
car cost increases due to the changes in the respective numbers of users. Also, 
the schedule cost and the total cost increase slightly as the transit capacity de-
creases to 7000. 

 
Table 1. Cost components for each transit capacity. 

 10,000 9500 9000 8500 8000 7500 7000 6500 6000 

Cost 

Transit 4483.8 4265.3 4048.4 3832.8 3618.6 3405.6 2772.0 2772.0 2772.0 

Car 309.9 531.8 751.7 969.7 1185.8 1400.0 2032.7 2032.7 2032.7 

Schedule Penalty 6.3 6.9 7.4 7.9 8.4 8.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 

Total 4800.0 4804.0 4807.5 4810.4 4812.8 4814.4 4814.7 4814.7 4814.7 
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Figure 7. Difference in system optimum charge and the duration of the tran-
sit lane period for each transit capacity. 

 

 
Figure 8. The number of each type of user for each transit capacity. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper analysed the effects of insufficient transit capacity on a dedicated 
transit lane measure based on the morning-commute problem, considering com-
petitive modes of transport and finite transit capacity. We defined user equili-
brium and a system optimum when the transit capacity was limited. As a result 
of qualitative analysis, the following findings were obtained: 

1) Under user equilibrium, if the transit capacity decreases, the transit cost per 
person increases, which decreases the duration period of the dedicated transit 
lane and increases the number of early and delayed car commuters. This effect is 
smooth with regard to the reduction in transit capacity. 

2) Under a system optimum, the effect of reducing transit capacity depends 
on the initial solution of the system optimum, in a general wish curve. 

3) Under a system optimum, if the wish curve is assumed to be Z-shaped as a 
special case, the duration of the dedicated transit lane period and the number of 
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transit users decrease as the transit capacity decreases. However, if the transit 
capacity is below a certain level, the duration of the dedicated transit lane period 
and the number of transit users are stable. 

We further numerically confirmed the effect of transit capacity under a system 
optimum with a Z-shaped wish curve. These findings can be useful in consider-
ing measures to increase transit capacity in an area where transit capacity is in-
sufficient. 

We considered only heterogeneity in the desired time to leave a bottleneck. 
For future study, there is room to consider additional heterogeneity among users, 
such as captive users and the heterogeneity of the value of time. 
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